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ON SET CORRESPONDENCES INTO  UNIFORMLY

CONVEX BANACH SPACES1

DAVID  SCHMEIDLER

Abstract. It is proved that the values of a set-valued set

function, the total variation of which is an atomless finite measure,

are conditionally convex.

Let £ be a nonempty cx-field of subsets of a set S. A (set) correspondence,

say T, from 2 to a Banach space A maps, by definition, every element E

of Uto r(7s), a nonempty subset of A. In this paper E,F, G denote elements

of 2 and x, y, z denote elements of A. If A and B are nonempty subsets of

Athen A+B={x+y\x e A and y e B}. The correspondence Y is additive

if Y(E)+Y(F)=Y(E\JF)+Y(E(^F) for all E, F in 2. The total variation
(or simply variation) of Y is the extended real valued set function, say v,

on 2 defined as follows:

v(E) = sup 2 \xi\ | (*i> Ei) is a nnite sequence in X x 2,

{7TJ is a partition of E and for all i, xt e Y(EJ .

This is a direct generalization of the notion of total variation for Banach

valued measures. Our main result is:

Theorem 1. Let Y be an additive correspondence from 2 to a uniformly

convex Banach space X. If the total variation of Y is an atomless finite

measure on 2 then the closure ofY(E) is convex for all Ein 2. (In particular,

ifY(E) is closed it is convex.)

This result is a generalization of Theorem 1.2 in [3]. The generalization

consists of relaxing the finite dimensionality assumption on X in [3]. Let

us recall that Ais uniformly convex if for any two sequences (xn), (yn) in

the unit ball of A, \xn+yn\^-2 implies \xn— j„|->-0. The spaces IP and LB

are uniformly convex for 1<//<oo and B a uniformly convex Banach

space (see [2, §26.7.8]). The result holds, of course, if X is uniformly

normable, i.e. there is an equivalent norm which is uniformly convex.

The reason is that atomlessness and finiteness of the total variation are
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invariant under equivalence of norms. It should be mentioned that another

generalization of Theorem 1.2 in [3] was given in [1]. There the assumption

of closedness was dispensed with. In the end of the paper an example is

given where Y has nonconvex values because X is not uniformly convex.

Our next result is:

Theorem 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1 the closure of the

range of Y is convex.

The range of the correspondence Y is the set Uesz F(E) in X. In the

finite dimensional case the conclusion is stronger (see [1], [3] and [4]).

Convexity of the range of Y is a necessary tool in general equilibrium

theory [4].

To simplify the proofs we start with several lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let Y be an additive correspondence from 2 to a Banach

space X and suppose that v, the total variation ofY, is a finite measure on E.

For E in 2 and x in Y(E) we define

u(x, E) = sup 2 l*tl | (*<> Ri) is a finite sequence in X x S,

{Ef} is a partition of E, x¿ e Y(Et)for all i and 2 *i = x\-

Given £>0, <5>0, Ë in 2 and x in Y(E) we have then a finite sequence

(x{, £{), say 2 = 0, 1, • • • , k, in Ax S so that {£,} is a partition of Ë,

x, e Y(Et) for all i, 2 xt—x, w(x¿, Ëi) — \xi\^ev(Ëi) for 2=1, • • • , k, and

v(E0)<.ô (hence also \x0\<ô).

Proof. First we observe that u is superadditive and bounded by v.

Superadditivity here means that for all x, y, E, F such that EC\F=0,

x e Y(E)andy e Y(F)v/eha\eu(x, E)+(u, F)fku(x+y,E\JF). Bounded-

ness by v means that for all x, E with x e Y(E) we have u(x, E)^v(E).

For any a>0 we have, by the definition of u(x, E), a finite sequence

(xt, Ft) so that {FJ is a partition of E, 2¿ xt=x, u(x, E)— 2f \Xi\^<xev(E)

and for all i, xi e Y(Fi). Let / be the subset of the indices {/} such that for

all f in /, w(x,, Fi)—\xi\'>ev(Fi). Then

*bo{E) =■ u(x, ë) - 2 i*i £ 2 ("fe pi) - w)
i i

=■ 2 («(** F<) - M) > 2 ™(Fù = ™(u f¿) .
¿sí iel \iel     I

(In addition to superadditivity of u the inequality w(x¿, F¡)— |jc¿| _t0 was

used.) To complete the proof of the lemma we define a by the equation

ô=o.v(E), which implies that ô>v(\JieI F¿). Also we denote U¿£z^¿ by

E0, 2¿6/ xi by x0, and for all i not in / let Ei=Fi and x(=x{.   Q.E.D.
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Lemma 2. Suppose, in addition to the assumptions of Lemma 1, that

v is atomless. Then for any <5>0 and (x, E) with x e Y(E) we have xx,

x2, Ex, E2 with the following properties: {Ex, E2} is a partition of E, xx+

x2=x, xx e Y(EX), x2 e Y(E2) and | \xx\— \x2\ \<ô.

Proof. By the atomlessness assumption there is a finite partition, say

{Fi, ■ ■ ■ , Fk} of E with v(Fl)<o¡2 for i=\, ■ ■ ■ , k. Let yt e Y(F{); i=

1, • • • , k and ~Zyi=x (such decomposition of x exists because of the

additivity of Y). We have |^É|<á/2 for all i. Let; be such that l2Li.y¿l =

I2*=í+ijil but \^.¡Ziyi\^\^=jyi\ (we use the convention that summation

over an empty set gives the origin of X). Then

0< 2 JM - 2 y i
3-1

= (I í y\ + \yA\ - (| i y\ - w) =2W < *

To complete the proof we define xx= *£ïZxyi,x2= 2¿=jJo-^i= öi=l^i

and E2= (Jï=i Fi-   Q-E.D.

Lemma 3. Suppose, in addition to the assumptions of Lemma 2, that X

is uniformly convex. Then for every ô>0 there is £>0 such that for any x,

y, z, E, F, G with x e Y(E), y e Y(F), z e Y(G), x=y+z, {F, G} is a

partition of E, \ \y\ — \z\ \<ev(E) and u(x, E)—\x\<sv(E) we have

\y-z\^ôv(E).

Proof. If the lemma does not hold then there is <5>0 and sequences

(xt), (yt), (zt), (Et), (F{), (Gt) such that for all i, xt e Y(Et), yt e Y(F{),
z¡ e Y(G(), x—yj+Zj, {Ft, G{} is a partition of E¡,

| \yi\ - \zt\ | < v(Ej)li,

u(Xi, E() - \Xi\ < v(Et)li

and

\yt - z<\ > ôv(Ei).

We have also, for all i, 03^,|+|z,|-|*ilá«(*«. Ei)-\xi\<v(Ei)li. For all
i, we assume, without loss of generality, that [y,-| = |zf| and we define x\,

y'i and z- by the equations: x!l\yi\=xi,y't\yi\*=yi and zWy^z^ For every i,

àv(Et) < \yt - zt\ = \yj + \z<\ = \y{\ + \y(\,

hence \yt\>tt)dv(E¿ or |_v4|/»(£i)>ó/2. On the other hand, \yt\¡v{E¿^\.
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Thus, |zí|^|jí|=l and

\x¡\^\y'i\ + \z'i\-v(Ei)li\yi\

^\y¡\ + \y'i\ - v(Ei)¡i\yi\ - v(E1)li\yi\

= 2 - (2li)(v(El)l\yi\) =- 2 - (2/0(2/0),

i.e. |x,|—>-2 when /'—»-co. By the uniform convexity of Awe have \y'i—zi\—>0

when 2->-oo. However \y'i—z'i\>ôv(Ei)l\yi\^.ô, a contradiction.    Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 1. In order to show the convexity of the closure of

Y(£) it is sufficient to prove that for any x, y in Y(E) and every a>0 there

is I in Y(E) with \(x+y)j2-z\<o..
Let Ax A be the Banach space with norm |(x:, j)| = (|x|2+|y|2)1/2. This

norm is uniformly convex because the norm of X is. For every £ in S we

define Y'(E)=Y(E)xY(E)aXxX. Let v be the total variation of Y';

then v is a finite atomless measure. We have, in fact, that v'(E)=21/2v(E)

for all E in 2. We will apply Lemmas 1, 2 and 3 to Y'.

Let s be the £>0 corresponding to ô of Lemma 3 where á>0 is defined

by on=4ôv'(E). (We rule out the uninteresting case where v'(E)=0 because

then v(E)=0 which in turn implies that x=y=0.) Now we apply Lemma 1

to Y'(E) with £ = ¿"and <5 = a/4. Hence we have a partition {E0, Ex, ■ • ■ , Ek}

of Ë and vectors (x¿, x¿)Lo in XxX so that (x¡, x[) e Y'(E¡) for all i,

J,Xi=x, Zx'i=y, \(x0,x¡>)\^v'(E0)<o.l4 and u((xt, x[), Et)-\(xf, x,')|<;

ev'(E,) for /= 1, • ■ • , k. By Lemma 2, for i= 1, • • • , k, there is a partition,

say {Fit Gf}, of £, and there are vectors (y{,y¡) in r'(F¿) and (z¿, z,') in

r'(G¿) so that (yi,y'l)+(zi,z'f)=(xi,x't) and | IC,.>aM(*o*01\ú
ëv(Ei). By Lemma 3, \(yi,y'i)-(zi,z'i)\^dv'(El)=oiv'(El)l4v'(E). Let

z=*o+2*-i^+2tiz;.Then

z" 6 y(eo u (U F\ U (Û G,)) = T(F).

To complete the proof we show that \x+y—2z|<2a. Indeed

|x + j;-2z|
fc fc A: *

*0+2 Cy<+z<)+*i+2 w+z0 - 2xo - 22 * - 22z;
¿=1 ¿=1 i=l 1=1

x0- x¿\+2bi- Zi\ + z]\y;- z¡\
t=i ¿=i

! = 1

^ a/4 + a/4 + a/2 = a.    Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 2.    In order to prove the convexity of the closure of

the range of Y it is sufficient to show that for every x and y in the range of

T and every a>0 there is z in the range off with \(x+y)j2—z|<a. Letx

<
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be in Y(E) and y in Y(F) for some Ë and F in 2. Then x=xx+x2 and

y=y2+y3 for some xx in Y(E\F), x2 and j2in Y(£C)F)andy3in Y(F\£).

By Theorem 1 there is z2 in Y(EnF) with |(x2+j>2)/2—f2|<a/3. To com-

plete the proof we show that there are G in 2, G<=(E\F) and zx in r(G)

with \xxl2—zx\<<tß.
We apply Lemma 1 to x, in Y(E\F) with <5=a/6 and £ defined by

Lemma 3 where the ô of Lemma 3 is ol/(6v(E\F)). By Lemma 1 there is a

partition {£„, E^ • • • , Ek} of £\£ and vectors x, in Y(E() with 2 *<=*i,

|x0|_y(7f0)<a/6 and u(xt, Et)—\xt\ _£«(£) for i=l, • • • , k. By Lemma

2 we have, for /=1, • • • , k, {Ft, GJ a partition of E{, yt e Y(Ft), z, e

r(G¿), yi\zi=xi and | \y\-\z.\ \<ev(Ei). By Lemma 3, \yt-z¿<

(aK7si))/(6t;(£\F)). Let f1 =•=2tiZ<.Then

\xx - 2zx\ = 2 x> -2 Z zi - xo +2 (y< + z¿) -2 2z.

+ 2 .v, + {'1™) Q̂.E.D.
0       (6v(£\F))

A counterexample. Let S be the unit interval, 2 its Lebesgue measurable

subsets, X a Lebesgue measure on 2 and X=V-(S, 2, X). We define

Y(E) = {xF 6 X\F<^E and £6 2} (xF is the characteristic function of the

set £). The variation of Y is X which is atomless and a finite measure and the

values of T on 2 and its range are closed in A. But T(£) is not convex for

any nonnull £ and the range of Y is Y(S). If we consider X as L2(S, 2, X)

then T is well defined but the variation of every nonnull set is infinite.
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